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The system-level design process typically involves refining a design specification down to
the point where each of the system’s components is described as a block diagram or netlist
of abstract Register-Transfer (RT) level components. In this paper, we motivate the need for
such a standard RT component set, and describe a library environment that supports auto-
matic model generation, design reuse, and synthesis with technology-specific estimators. We
demonstrate the efficacy of the standard RT-component set approach with experiments per-
formed on the HLSW92 benchmarks. Our preliminary results indicate only a small overhead
of about 10% in using these standard, generic components. We then describe an automatic
model generation and technology projection scheme that uses fast (on-line) estimators for
predicting the area and delay of generic RT components tuned to a particular technology
library with an accuracy of 10%. These model generators and estimators have been inte-
grated with a high-level synthesis system at U.C. Irvine.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present-day design methodologies involving sche-
matic capture and simulation require the system de-
signer to partition, refine and specify a design as an
interconnection of components drawn from a ven-

dor’s library. These components can vary in their
level of complexity from simple logic gates, to se-

quential components such as counters and registers,
to arithmetic blocks such as ALUs, and all the way up
to complex components such as CPU cores. How-
ever, the register-transfer (RT) level is a common de-
sign entry point that is supported by most of the ex-

isting CAD tools on the market. Furthermore, the RT-
level has had a long history of use as a design entra,

point, as evidenced by the frequent use of TTL da-
tabook component names by designers, as well as in

digital system design courses outlined in standard
textbooks and taught at universities. We also note that
most data sheets for product specifications (either be-

ing designed, or after they have been designed) are

often composed of register-transfer schematics typi-
cally drawn up by system level designers.

Although RT-level components are commonly used
in specifying, documenting, refining and synthesizing
designs, there is a lack of standardized RT component
sets that can facilitate unambiguous documentation,
communication and design reuse. Only recently has
an effort spearheaded by the FPGA community
(LPM)[10] begun to address this issue. This is in con-
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trast to the logic-level, where the designs can be ex-

pressed as netlists of well-understood standard com-

ponents such as the equivalent 2-input NAND or
NOR gate. The lack of a standardized RT-level com-

ponent set is a serious roadblock to elevating the de-
sign process beyond the RT-level and will affect the
capability of effectively synthesizing large-scale sys-
tem designs in an efficient manner. Furthermore, the
lack of a component set also prevents the capability
of automatic model generation for various design
tasks such as simulation, synthesis and verifica-
tion-an important feature that is often crucial for
supporting design reuse as well as redesign.
Component sets and libraries play a particularly

important role in the context of synthesis; well de-
fined component sets at the input and output are crit-
ical for the successful realization of any synthesis
tool. We typically use generic components to specify
the input or intermediate results of synthesis, and fol-
low with a phase of technology mapping to realize
the design with a set of components from a technol-
ogy library [11]. For instance, logic synthesis uses
genetic components such as simple logic gates (e.g.,
AND, OR, INVERT) at the input and for intermediate

synthesis steps, but the last step of logic synthesis
involves technology mapping of the generic design
into components drawn from a technology library
(e.g., complex CMOS gates, or a different logic gate
family such as NOR-NOR)J24]. Generic component
sets facilitate technology independence, and allow the
capture of a design in a standard form that can be
retargetted to different libraries (or technologies)
without changing the input description. Of course,
technology independence needs to be coupled with
good technology mapping strategies that can effec-
tively map generic designs to target library compo-
nents with low overhead.

Another important requirement for system-level de-
sign is the capability of specifying the design once, but
using this specification to predict technology-specific
design characteristics (e.g., area, speed, power) for
different target implementations. System-level design-
ers would like to perform early design space explo-
ration by delaying binding of system-level compo-
nents to a particular technology or implementation,

but need the capability of rapid technology projection
for different target libraries. The concepts of delayed
binding, technology projection and effective estima-

tion for system-level design cannot be performed
without the support of a well defined component set

and associated tools for technology mapping and pre-
diction.

High-Level Synthesis (HLS) also relies on a library
of well-defined, parameterized RT component genera-
tors to simplify the mapping of behavioral variables
and operators to physical components. This mapping
of the abstract design into an interconnection of RT
components involves design space exploration by se-

lecting and allocating a proper set of RT components,
guided by design metrics (e.g., area and delay). The

parameterized components are used as the building
blocks for the tasks of allocation and binding. Each

component is customized by parameterized attributes

such as the required bit-width and functionality. Such
a library of RT component generators provides a com-

plete component set for HLS [9], and provides a path
to physical design through logic and layout synthesis
[7]. Figure shows an overview of such a scheme.
However, it is important to note that much of the pre-
vious efforts in HLS have focused on the tasks of
scheduling and allocation (represented by the dotted
box in Figure 1), and not much attention has been paid
on how to support component sets for this synthesis
task (the shaded box in Figure 1).
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FIGURE Rt component set for high-level design.
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With increasing interest in high-level synthesis and
higher-level design methods, the need has thus
evolved for a well defined generic RT component set,
together with rapid estimators that allow technology
projection into different backend libraries. We briefly
describe the GENUS library and discuss its compre-
hensiveness by comparing it with various technology
libraries. We then present the results of experiments
on some high-level synthesis benchmarks to evaluate
the amount of overhead incurred by using genetic
components. (nce the utility of the generic compo-
nent library is established, we need to establish an
automatic model generation strategy, and provide
technology estimators to support high-level synthesis
and design space exploration. Typical design metrics
include the area, delay and power of the RT-compo-
nents projected in a particular technology. We finally
describe the automatic model generation strategy, as
well as the technology-specific estimation technique
that can support high-level synthesis.

2. RELATED WORK

Although abstract component characterization is an

important task for high-level design and synthesis,
not much work has been reported on this topic. Tra-
ditional high level synthesis systems either use very
abstract components with crude estimates for delay
and area, or use design components drawn from a

particular technology library. The direct incorporation
of technology information may yield good perfor-
mance estimates, but complicates the task of retarget-
ting to new libraries and evaluating design alterna-
tives across different technologies.
Some work on component characterization and

module databases has been done at the layout and
logic levels [22] [32]. VHDL [12] is a standard for
design documentation and exchange, and has good
constructs for describing specific libraries and com-
ponent instances. However, it is unsuitable for the
task of generating customized component libraries.
The module generator approach to RTL component
synthesis is most often observed in silicon compilers
and behavioral synthesis tools. High-level synthesis
systems assign operators to parameterized module

generators, which are treated as architectural primi-
tives for generating layout [6]. Some synthesis sys-
tems integrate module generators with logic synthesis
tools [4]. However, no comprehensive work has been
reported on characterizing RT component libraries.
The problem of area and delay estimation has been

studied at several design levels and in several con-

texts. At the level of a complete datapath design,
work has been done to predict the area-time tradeoff
and this prediction has been used for component se-
lection 13]. At the logic level, work has been done to

predict the area and delay of an RT component, given
its structural implementation as a netlist of logic cells
or blocks [18]. LAST[21], TELE[25], [31] and [5]
provide technology-driven estimates that include

physical design effects (e.g., routing), given the struc-

tural netlist of the design.
Work on coupling technology independence with

technology prediction has been investigated at the
logic level. [30] proposes a simple technology-inde-
pendent model for predicting the delay of combina-
tional control (random) logic, given the Boolean
equations for the logic (it does not deal with area

estimation). Tyagi [28] uses an information-theoretic
approach for estimating the area and delay of some

parameterized combinational components. However,
previous work has not addressed the estimation prob-
lem for the complete set of parameterized generic
components including combinational and sequential
components.
Kang and Szygenda address issues in automatic

model generation for simulation applications [19].
They use a rule base and a model library to generate
VHDL simulation models using a variety of input
descriptions (truth tables, Boolean equations, sche-
matics, etc.). Although the approach looks very
promising, their work is limited to simulation model
generation for logic-level schematics, and does not

address behavioral model generation at the RT level.

3. HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN USING GENUS

The design scenario we propose consists of a well-
characterized RT component library named GENUS
(Figure 2). The high-level design phase (either man-
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Technology Library
Components

FIGURE 2 The design scenario.

ual design or automatic synthesis) refines the input
specification into a netlist of RT components from
this library. Different high-level design trajectories
produce different designs consisting of netlists of RT
components. Each netlist of RT components is then
mapped to components from a technology library
with the help of a high-level technology mapper or

through logic synthesis. The components in the tech-
nology library could vary in complexity from simple
2-input logic gates to complex multifunctional RT
components such as ALUs.
A standardized set of RT components is critical to

the success of the high-level VLSI design process,
since it provides the crucial link between the high-
level design phase and the logic and layout level de-
sign phases. In order to facilitate seamless communi-
cation between these two phases, we need a standard
set of components that have well-defined semantics
and models to facilitate simulation, synthesis, testing
and verification. The standard component set should
automatically generate different models as shown in
Figure 2. Simulation models are behavior models
used to validate the input and output of each high-
level design step. Synthesis models are used to refine
the high-level design description into logic or layout-
level design. Testing models provide test vector sets

and can also provide testability functions for per-
forming hierarchical ATPG. Verification Models are
used to perform formal verification of the design re-

finement. Technology projectors provide rapid esti-
mates of generic component implementation in spe-
cific technology. Such estimates are crucial for effec-
tive design space exploration and tradeoff analysis at

higher levels.
However, technology independence comes at a

cost--implementing a generic design with different

technology libraries can result in an overhead due to

the mismatches in the types of components. In the
next section we briefly describe the GENUS library
and discuss its comprehensiveness by comparing it
with various technology libraries. We also present the
results of experiments on some high-level synthesis
benchmarks to evaluate the amount of overhead in-
curred by using genetic components.
Once the utility of the generic component library is

established, the high-level design phase in turn needs
model generators to support high-level design tasks
and technology projectors that estimate design met-

rics to facilitate rapid design-space exploration. Typ-
ical design metrics include the area, delay and power
of the RT-components projected in a particular tech-
nology. We need to develop estimators that can factor
in technology-specific information such as layout
styles and physical design considerations such as

placement and routing so as to provide accurate area-

delay metrics specific to a particular technology. Sec-
tion 5 and 6 addresses model generation and estima-

tion respectively for the genetic components.

1. THE GENUS RT LIBRARY

GENUS [9][17] is a generic RT component library
that consists of a set of parametrized RT component
generators. The generators are defined using RT-level
functionality and are grouped into classes based on

functional similarity. A component instance is gener-
ated by specifying parameter for a corresponding
generator. For example, an ALU generator is charac-
terized by the following parameters: (bit-width, set-

of-functions, implementation-style), whereas a spe-
cific ALU instance is generated by specifying values
for these parameters. The grouping of similar compo-
nents into classes of generators makes the task of
library management simpler and more efficient since
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the resulting number of generators (approximately
50) is much less than the virtually infinite number of
possible component insantiations.

Besides the parameters that are used to instantiate
a specific component, each generator is characterized
by a well-defined interface and associated semantics.
Components derived from a generator can perform a

specific set of RT level functions and each genera-
tor’s specification includes the set of these functions.
RT-functional mappings specify the exact relationship
of each output with respect to the input. GENUS fol-
lows a well-defined port naming convention--an im-

portant detail that can often make technology map-
ping difficult if not done consistently. Synthesis and
simulation models are also available for each class of
RT generator. The user interface to GENUS provides
a set of routines to create, delete and query informa-
tion regarding a specifi component. The set of Bool-
ean equations constitute a synthesis model that ex-

plains how the generic component can be built from
logic-level primitives.

Although generic components are appealing in
concept, we have to address some important issues
while defining a standardized generic component set.

First, how comprehensive is the generic library set?
That is, how well does GENUS cover various com-

ponents across different technology libraries? Second,
how much penalty do we pay in using GENUS as

compared to directly using the technology compo-
nents? We discuss these two issues in the remainder
of this section.

4.1 Generic Component Coverage

We present the results of our survey of library cover-
age with respect to different technology libraries that
use varying layout styles for component implementa-
tion. In particular, we examined the following layout
styles:. Standard cell, Bitslice, Gate array and Field
programmable gate array (FPGA). The first two lay-
out styles typically result in more compact designs at

the cost of longer design cycles, while the gate array
and the FPGA styles provide a quick method for pro-
totyping designs. We considered the following tech-
nology libraries in our survey: VTI Datapath Com-
piler [29], Cascade Digital Library [3], Toshiba Gate

Array Library[27] and the XBLOX FPGA library
[33]. We summarize the results here; further details

can be found in [16].
Figure 3 pictorially illustrates the coverage of GE-

NUS components across various parameters relative
to different technology libraries. [9] contains a de-
scription of the set of parameters associated with var-
ious components. Each column in Figure 3 represents
a parameter type or component attribute and each
row shows a technology library. The technology li-
braries that are parametrized (e.g., Cascade and VTI)
provide fairly good coverage for GENUS compo-
nents. The Toshiba gate array library provides com-

ponents of specific sizes; components of other sizes
have to be built from the available components. The
other major difference was the availability of a spe-
cific set of functions in realm of multifunction com-

ponents. We also observed a common problem with
mismatches in the port names. This survey indicates

that GENUS provides good coverage for several
technology libraries.

4.2 Effectiveness of GENUS

In order to further evaluate the usefulness of generic
components, we performed some experiments with

various designs derived from the HLSW92 bench-
mark suite [8]. The goal was to test our approach on

designs of various sizes, and that encompass different
sets of components so as to exercise the major com-
ponent types in the GENUS component set. In our

preliminary set of experiments, the designs varied in

complexity from a few hundred gates to a couple of
thousand gates. The mapping experiments were per-

GENUS Q Technology library

Style/Type Piv.trtchingComnents

FIGURE 3 Coverage of GENUS components across different li-
braries and parameters.
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formed with respect to two different technology li-
braries: the VTI Datapath Compiler [29] and the
Toshiba Gate Array library [27]. We chose these li-
braries since they had published gate counts for their
databook components, thereby allowing us to com-

pare the effectiveness of mappings for different de-
signs.
We considered the following RT-level designs de-

rived from different categories such as processors,
DSP and interface circuits: the AM2901 Micropro-
cessor 1 ], the AM2910 Microprogram Controller[2]
an SRT Interface[23], and a Circular Buffer(CB) In-
terface[23].

In our experiments, we designed each of these cir-
cuits using three different paths, as shown in Figure
4. First, we designed the circuit using technology li-
brary components only (labeled (I)). Next, we de-
signed the circuit using only generic components
from the GENUS library, and then mapped each of
these generic components to the technology library
components (labeled (II)). The goal was to examine
the penalty incurred by designing with a generic
component library, followed by technology mapping,
as opposed to directly implementing the designs with

technology-specific components. For each of these
designs, we calculated the total gate count. For our

experimental results, a gate is equivalent to the layout
area of 4-transistors.

Figure 5 tabulates the gate-counts for various de-
signs across different libraries. For each design and
each technology library, we present the gate-count for

I..o.-S,__,7"" / .,O.,.,.n......!.

Technology Technology
Netllst Netllst
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FIGURE 4 Study of overhead incurred with GENUS.

Design

AM2901

AM2910

SRT
Interface

CB
Interface

VTI Library
Direct

(I)

391

832

Tech
Map(ll)

435

869

735 747

1832 1836

%
Overhead

11.25%

4.44%

1.63%

0.22%

Tshiba Gate Array

’Direct Tech %’
(I) Map(ll) Overhead

1523 1628 6.89%

1528 1557 1.89%

674 674 0.00%

1979 2227 12.53%

FIGURE 5 Experimental results of GENUS overhead study.

the two methodologies (I, II). We also present the
percentage difference (in terms of the gate-count) be-
tween implementing a component in the technology
library (I) and mapping the GENUS component de-
sign to the technology library (II). This percentage
gives a measure of how much overhead is incurred by
using generic components from GENUS.

In Figure 5, we observe that the percentage differ-

ence between the two design methodologies (I and II)
varies from 0.00% to 12.53%. For the SRT interface,
the two designs (I and II) are very close in gate-
count. This is because the SRT circuit is fairly simple
and primarily uses lower-level components such as

logic gates and flip-flops that have good coverage
relative to the technology libraries. The lack of com-
plex RT components enables a very simple and effec-
tive mapping with a resulting overhead that is very
low.
On the other hand, consider the mapping of the

2901 microprocessor and the CB interface to the
Toshiba gate array library. There is a significant dif-

ference in gate-counts for the two methodologies (I
and II). These designs use higher-level components
such as ALUs and register-files which have a larger
mismatch with respect to the technology library com-
ponents.

Based on these preliminary experiments, we ob-
serve that not much penalty (generally -< 10%) is

incurred in using generic components first and then
performing high level library mapping. This supports
our hypothesis that high-level mapping is feasible
and practical for the designs we examined.
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5. MODEL GENERATION 6. TECHNOLOGY PROJECTION

The GENUS environment currently provides both au-
tomatic simulation model generation and automatic

synthesis model generation for each component. The
simulation models correspond to behavioral VHDL
processes representing functional behavior of the pa-
rameterized RT component. The user can also ask for
a block-delay model that generates a behavioral
VHDL simulation model with a nominal delay for
each instantiated component. Since the RT compo-
nents are generic and are typically used in HLS tasks
such as scheduling and allocation, this delay model is

often sufficient to support both the design task, as
well as the ensuing task of functional verification.
The synthesis models for each RT component corre-
spond to Boolean logic equations in a standard form
(EQN) for combinatioiaal components, and sequen-
tialized EQN for sequential components. These Bool-
ean equations can be used to synthesize generic com-

ponents from logic-level primitives.
The VHDL simulation models are generated in the

order of a few seconds; Figure 6 shows that, even for
small examples, the number of VHDL code lines runs
into the thousands. Automatic simulation model gen-
eration thus obviates the burdensome task of VHDL
code generation and validation, since these model
generators have already been validated and tested.
The same situation holds for automatic synthesis
model generation.

We perform technology projection for different librar-

ies using closed form functions to estimate the area
and delay for a component in the generic library.
These area and delay models (FA and FD respec-
tively) are functions (a weighted sum) of the param-
eters(PG) such as bit-width, set-of-functions, etc. re-

quired to instantiate a specific component belonging
to the generator:

FA ao + ,k(ak fAk(PG))
FD do + E(d fD(PGk))

Note that ao and do are the constants and a and d
are the coefficients for various terms in these area and
delay models.
Our estimation technique uses a sample space of

design points on which we perform a least-square
regression fit of the formulated functions FA and FD.
We believe that this is a useful approach since de-
signers often store the attributes of commonly occur-

ring designs (e.g., 4-, 8- and 16-bit adders). Since a

regression analysis using least-square approximation
may not capture the intricacies of certain component
implementations, we have to pay attention to the ap-
propriate selection of the sample data points. The fol-

lowing steps summarize our approach:

STEP Generate some real design structures for a

component and obtain sample data points for area

and delay.

Design

AM2901

AM2910

CB Int

Kalman

CIk-div

Timer

GENUS
components

ALU, Reg-file, Reg, Mux

ALU, Reg-file, Reg, Mux

ALU, Reg, Div, Mux

ALU, Reg-file, Reg, Mux

Lines of
VHDL code

1078

854

1311

1341

ALU, Reg, Mux 476

ALU, Reg, Mux 605

STEP 2 Study the structure of the design generated,
and the variations of the area-delay metrics with re-

spect to the parameters that define the component.

STEP 3 Formulate functions for estimating the area

and delay of the generator.

STEP 4 Run least square approximation to calculate
the constants (ao and do) and the coefficients of vari-

ous terms (a and di) used for the functions modeling
the metrics.

FIGURE 6 Behavioral VHDL simulation models. STEP 5 Test the estimation model.
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Get sample components

Study A/D variation wrt
structure and parameter

Formulate FA, FD I
Run least-square fit

Satisfy Does.not satisfy

Encoder(ni)

FA a 0 + a ni + a2* ni [in2(ni)’
FD d o+ dl, n2(ni)’] + d2* ni

FIGURE 7 Estimation approach with an example.

Figure 7 illustrates above steps pictorially along
with an example. The area/delay models for the En-
coder generator in this figure are functions of gener-
ator parameter num-of-inputs (ni).
We test the accuracy of the results against a user-

specified error bound. If our models do not satisfy the
user-specified error bounds, we go through an itera-

rive experimentation phase, where we repeat some of
the Steps 1-5 above. We note that the error bound is

often satisfied by the simple addition of linear and
logarithmic factors to the estimation functions, as

suggested by the design’s structure. In an extreme

case when the error bound is not satisfied, we may
have to generate more implementation data points
and repeat all of the steps to obtain new coefficients.

However, in our experiments, we have observed con-

vergence within one or two iterations for an error

bound of 10%. Further details on the formulation of
the models can be found in [15].

We now describe the experiments performed to test

our models. We compared the estimates generated by
our model against the metrics derived from the de-

sign structures generated by DTAS [20], LAST [21]
and TELE [25]. The area values provided by DTAS
counts the number of equivalent two-input NAND
gates used to implement the component. For a com-

ponent’s delay (measured in nanoseconds), DTAS re-

turns the worst-case delay for all paths through the
design. LAST and TELE provide area and delay val-
ues respectively, based on GDT 3a CMOS standard
cell technology.
Our experiments attempted to cover a wide range

of possible component implementations. We did this

by generating parameter values randomly for each

component generator. The number and set of func-
tions (for multi-function components) were also cho-
sen randomly. For each such randomly chosen com-

ponent, we ran our models, and compared the results
with an actual design generated by above mentioned

tools. We considered the following generators: Logic
gates, Multiplexer, Comparator, LU, Adder, ALU and

Shift-register.
Figures 8 and 9 show the aggregate percentage er-

ror profiles across all the generators in consideration;
the detailed results for each generators can be found
in [14]. From Figure 8 we observe that with respect
to DTAS roughly one-third of the area and roughly
half the delay data points exhibit an error of less than

2o

m 15

Area
Delay

FIGURE 8 Aggregate error profile as compared to DTAS.
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15

10

Area
Delay

Percentage error

FIGURE 9 Aggregate error profile as compared to LAST/TELE.

two percent. After this huge concentration in the

range of 0-2%, the fre.quency of error tapers off as

the error increases. For area, 77% percent of the test

points have error less than 10 percent and 95% test

points have errors less than 16 percent. For delay,
figures are 87% and 94% respectively. Figure 9 ex-

hibits a similar trend. These results validate our hy-
pothesis about the goodness of our estimators.

We conclude our analysis with two important ob-

servations. First, our test points were generated ran-

domly (i.e., we randomly selected the component
generator parameter values). Note that in a real de-

sign situation, components with certain design prop-
erties (i.e., parameters) will be invoked more often,
and can be stored with precomputed metrics in the

component database. This will lower our average er-

ror. Second, our estimation models are integrated on-

line with HLS tools. This is possible because of the

simple estimation functions chosen, which use only a

few additions, multiplications and logarithmic opera-
tions. We thus tradeoff accuracy of the metrics (i.e.,
+_ 10%) for real-time evaluation of the estimates.

7. SUMMARY

With increasing interest in tightly coupling high-level
design techniques with physical design, the need for a

well-characterized RT-library, together with technol-

ogy projection using accurate estimation models has
emerged. In this paper, we motivated the need for
such generic RT component libraries, and described
GENUS, a specific well-characterized generic RT
component library. We then surveyed the relative

coverage of GENUS with respect to some technology
libraries and performed experiments on some high-
level synthesis benchmarks for testing the usefulness
of GENUS. In particular, we studied the penalty in-
curred by using the GENUS generic RT components
followed by technology mapping, versus directly im-

plementing the designs in the technology libraries.
Our preliminary results are encouraging, indeed even

promising, since the maximum overhead we observed
was in the range of 10% for area on the benchmarks
we examined.
We also presented an automatic model generation

technique for simulation and synthesis, as well as a

technology projection scheme to link physical de-

sign-level information using accurate on-line estima-

tors for the area and delay of the GENUS RT com-

ponent generators. The simulation and synthesis
model generators increase designer productivity,
since the models are generated automatically in the

order of seconds via component parameters. Further-

more, the model generators reduce design errors as

compared to the tedious process of manual model

generation, since the generators are pretested and en-

capsulated. Our estimation models can handle the ar-

ea/delay contributed by functional blocks as well as

the total area/delay including the wiring. We have

demonstrated the estimation technique on both com-

binational and sequential RT components with aggre-
gate errors in the range of _+ 10%. Our model gener-
ators are simple, fast and fairly accurate, and have
been integrated with an existing high-level synthesis
system [26].
We believe that the benefits of using a standard

component set such as GENUS greatly outweigh the
small penalty that may be incurred during technology
mapping to target libraries. Coupled with technology
projection, this approach can effectively support ac-

curate system-level design space exploration. We
demonstrated a concrete technique for linking sys-
tem-level design information with different technol-
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ogy libraries using the GENUS RT component li-
brary. Future work needs to address the high-level
technology mapping problem and the tradeoffs be-
tween custom synthesis versus standard component
realization.
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